
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of acquisition
specialist. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is
our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for acquisition specialist

Attend events, network and partner with local organizations, colleges,
universities, veteran's organizations, to build relationships and generate
candidate pipeline
Execute end to end recruitment process for corporate positions
Develop pipeline of internal/external talent for future needs and ensure
regular communication takes place with this community
Build relationships and consult with hiring managers and HR Business
Partners to understand current and future hiring needs implement
appropriate recruiting processes & strategies
Prepare new hire paperwork via Workday ensuring accuracy of all required
forms
Administrative tasks associated with the recruiting process including
processing paperwork, tracking applications and background consent forms,
and using Workday to save applicable forms and paperwork
Drive all aspects of the recruiting process
Manage full cycle recruiting process to meet the various staffing needs across
all levels of the organization
Manages the pre-screen process in recruiting including sourcing, cold calling,
resume reviews, phone screens, scheduling of interviews, recommending
candidates, and holding the hiring managers responsible for progressing or
declining our candidates in a timely manner
Researches and makes recommendation regarding appropriate sourcing
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Qualifications for acquisition specialist

Bachelor’s degree in business/marketing/healthcare or related field or
minimum of three (3) years of job?related experience, preferably in a
marketing/healthcare field, or any equivalent combination of education and
experience that provides the required knowledge, skills and abilities
Build and maintain trust and credibility with your business leaders and
connections both externally and internally
Develop and maintain a network of contacts and resources to help identify
and source qualified candidates
Recognize and recommend areas of improvement to processes and
procedures to ensure the recruiting team is operating utilizing best possible
practices
BA/BS degree in Marketing, Finance, Economics
Strong problem solving and quantitative analytical skills to identify, analyze,
and optimize campaign KPIs


